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1. TERMS OF COOPERATION
The network edition “Nauka. Obŝestvo. Oborona" (SCIENCE. SOCIETY.
DEFENSE) was founded in 2013, presented in international and Russian
scientific information bases:
 East View Information Services, Inc (EVIS);
 Scientific electronic library (NEB, eLIBRARY);
including in OPEN ACCESS to full-text versions:
 Index Copernicus International (ICI, ICI World of Journals);
 Scientific electronic library CyberLeninka (CyberLeninka.ru);
 FSUE STC "Informregister".
All articles of the journal “Nauka. Obŝestvo. Oborona" from the moment of
publication are in OPEN ACCESS on the website of the online publication
(https://www.noo-journal.ru/).
The journal supports open access under the Creative Commons CC BY
(Attribution) "Attribution license" (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
This license allows you to distribute, edit, correct and take the work as a basis for
derivatives, even on a commercial basis, indicating the authorship of the publication.

The publication is included in the List of Russian peer-reviewed journals, in
which the main scientific results of dissertations for the degrees of Doctor and
Candidate of Sciences (List of the Higher Attestation Commission under the
Ministry of Science and Higher Education of the Russian Federation) should be
published, indexed in the Russian Science Citation Index (RSCI) and ICI
Journals Master List (Index Copernicus Value, ICV; Poland). Scientific peerreviewed publications correspond to the branch of science 07.00.00 — Historical
sciences and Archeology in the specialties: 07.00.02 Domestic [Russian] history;
07.00.03 World history.
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DOI prefix — 10.24412/2311-1763 earlier - 10.24411/2311-1763 (2013-2020)
Periodicity — 4 issues per year
Number of articles per issue — no more than 12
Pagination (numbering of pages in the magazine) — end-to-end
throughout the year
The network edition “Nauka. Obŝestvo. Oborona” is an open access
journal, in accordance with the Open Science paradigm, the main tasks of which
are popularization of science and scientific activity, public control of the quality of
scientific publications, the development of interdisciplinary research, a modern
institution of scientific review, increasing the citation of scientific publications and
building a knowledge infrastructure.
Journal thematic sections:
Historical politics
Objective history
Society of Russia: history and modernity
Modern Russia
World politics: history, theory and practice
International relationships
Problems of War and Peace
Army, Government and Society
Public and state security
Military security
Migration processes in the global world
Philosophy of Science
Scientific personnel
Information technology: science and practice
History of Economic theories, doctrines, dogmas
History in faces
Historiography
History of faith, religion, denomination or church
History of the Great Victory
Military training and education
Patriotic education
Art: history and modernity
Special services: history and modernity
Armament and military equipment: history and modernity
History of the Cossacks
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The health of the nation
Works of young scientists
Scientific communications
Article types / article sections:
Original article
Review
Scientific report
Personalities
Book Review
1.1. Articles complete with a cover letter are accepted for consideration in
an electronic version, sent simultaneously to two e-mail addresses of the editorial
office:
KiknadzeVG@mail.ru,
KiknadzeVG@gmail.com.
The author's cover letter must contain a request from the author to the
editor-in-chief to publish the article being sent, information that the text of the
article has not been previously published; was not sent to other publications;
personally verified by him for compliance with the ethics of scientific publications;
date of dispatch.
Send the letter in PDF format in the set of materials.
The list of files indicates:
 Letter from the author (IVANOV * _LETTER);
 Article (IVANOV * _ARTICLE);
 Illustration-1 (IVANOV * _ILLUSTRATION-1)
 Captions to illustrations (IVANOV * _CAPTURES TO ILL.)
 Additional information (IVANOV * _DOP_INFORMATION).
* — author's surname
If there are co-authors, one corresponding author is indicated in the cover
letter (responsible for maintaining the article before its publication,
correspondence with the editors, correspondence with readers after publication).
The submitted set of materials is accompanied by the Consent of the authors (in
PDF format, signed by each co-author) for the publication of this article (the title
of the article, the group of authors, the corresponding author, consent to the
publication in the online journal “Nauka. Obŝestvo. Oborona”, familiarization with
the Procedure publication of articles).
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1.2. The text in files must be typed in Microsoft Office Word without any
formatting elements, without hyphenation, without borders, without rulers and
other elements.
Articles are executed in one file with metadata, illustrations, captions,
References, etc. In this case, illustrations and captions to illustrations are also
sent as separate files (see item 1.1), having numbering in the file name in
accordance with the content of the text of the article.
Materials are provided in the following form: Microsoft Office Word editor;
font "Times New Roman"; main text — size 14; line spacing 1.5; top and bottom
margins — 2.0 cm; left margin — 3 cm; right margin — 1.5 cm; indent
(paragraph) — 1.25 cm; set parameters of paragraphs only automatically using
the options of the "paragraph" menu; do not enter the page numbering of the
text; do not use headers and footers, rulers, frames, manual hyphenation and
indents; exclude unnecessary spaces, spelling and punctuation must be checked.

In order to avoid technical problems, it is recommended to test and scan
text files for viruses.
1.3. Tables and graphic images (diagrams, graphs, maps) are drawn up
in a separate file in the picture or image format (JPEG). Tables and author's
cognitive graphics (diagrams, graphs, schemes, etc.) should have a title.
1.4. The editors accept for consideration and reviewing on a general basis
profile articles in English and reserves the right to publish them not only in
English, but also with translation into Russian.
1.5. The total volume of materials (including the text of the article, notes
and References) is up to 40 thousand characters with spaces.
1.6. Articles submitted to the editorial office are registered. The author
receives a notification that his article will be checked by the editors within 15
working days from the date of admission for technical compliance with
international standards (Web of Science, SCOPUS), the profile and subject
headings of the journal, originality (at least 85% in the Antiplagiat system,
including no more than 15% of self-citation).
If the requirements are met, the author receives a brief notification from the
editor-in-chief about sending the article for review and consideration for
publication.
Authors who have sent non-core articles or materials that do not meet the
terms of cooperation with the editorial office and the requirements for the design
of manuscripts are sent by e-mail refusal to publish.
1.7. Members of the Editorial board and experts of the “Nauka. Obŝestvo.
Oborona” review the submitted articles (the review period, depending on the
4
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quality of the text, is, as a rule, from 1 to 2 months), review the received reviews
on a quarterly basis and decide on the publication of articles that have received
positive reviews in the next issues.
1.8. In case of positive feedback from the reviewers, the editorial board
may offer the author to publish the article as "Online First" before the meeting of
the editorial board and the determination of the journal number in which the
article will be published. For this, the author / authors send their consent to the
editor (letter in PDF format). With such a publication, the article is also assigned
a preliminary DOI and it can already be cited. Until the completion of the
formation of the issue, such an article can be finalized.
1.9. The editorial board informs the author about the negative decision of
the editorial board based on the results of the review.
1.10. When an article is included in the issue, the author receives an
electronic layout of the article to the e-mail address specified by him for verification.

The author (each co-author), having received this notice (layout of the
article), fills in two copies of the printout of the license agreement (download the
version of the agreement for filling out from the link: https://www.noojournal.ru/litsenzionnyy-dogovor/) and sends the License agreement in PDF
format by email addresses: KiknadzeVG@mail.ru, KiknadzeVG@gmail.com.
1.11. The authors are responsible for the accuracy of information, the
accuracy of facts, figures and citations, as well as for the fact that there is no data
in the materials that is not subject to open information and direct unauthorized
borrowing - compliance with the ethics of scientific publications.
1.12. Materials sent to the editorial office that have received positive
reviews and approved by the editorial board are published on a paid basis,
with the exception of graduate students and doctoral students: materials of
graduate students and doctoral students that have received positive reviews and
approved by the editorial board are published free of charge. No royalties are
paid. The cost of publication in 2021 is 5,000 RUB per article. Payment details on
the link: https://www.noo-journal.ru/donate/
1.13. The editors ask respected authors, due to the large volume of work
on the preparation of the next issues of the journal, to observe correctness in
correspondence and not to enter into correspondence without special need
(articles of authors who violate this requirement may be postponed).
1.14. The editors send, upon the author's request in PDF format a
Certificate of, if there are positive reviews, about publication for a report to the
GRANTEE (together with the request, in this case, you must attach a draft of the
Certificate in Word format).
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1.15. We notify the authors that all correspondence and reviews (reviews),
in order to avoid misunderstandings, are documented and saved in the editorial
office. We inform the authors that the editorial office does not have the technical
ability to repeatedly check the submitted articles; if defects are re-identified,
cooperation with the authors is terminated.
1.16. The editorial office of the publication undertakes to send copies of the
reviews to the Ministry of Science and Higher Education of the Russian
Federation upon receipt of the corresponding request to the editorial office of the
publication.
1.17. The editorial staff of the publication sends reviews of articles to the
Scientific Electronic Library (NEB, eLIBRARY) when uploading to the database of
each issue of the journal. The content of the review and information about the
reviewers are available only to employees of the NEB.
2. ORDER OF LOCATION (STRUCTURE) OF THE TEXT OF THE MAIN
FILE OF THE ARTICLE
All submitted articles must be formatted in accordance with international
standards (Web of Science, SCOPUS) in the sequence of BASIC ELEMENTS:
2.1. In the upper part on the left, indicate the UDC (Universal Decimal
Classification) index. It is advisable to use not only the Main tables, but also
Auxiliary tables (General determinants of place, time, etc.)
2.2. Surname, name, patronymic (if any) of the author and the title of
the article. On a new line: First name, space, initial of Patronymic (if any), point,
space, author's surname in lowercase (uppercase the first letter of the last
name), point, space, article title (in lowercase letters with capitalization).
SAMPLE:
Irina V. Gerasimova. The processes of adaptation and integration of migrants as components of the
national security of the Russian Federation.

2.3. Acknowledgments. On a new line: information on research funding,
grants, gratitude.
SAMPLE:
Acknowledgements: The article was prepared based on the results of research carried out in 2019 at
the expense of budget funds under the state assignment to the Financial University under the
Government of the Russian Federation.
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Acknowledgments: The authors thank ... for help in preparing the publication / for help in editing the text
/ for help in translating literature.

2.4. Conflict of Interest. On a new line: information on the presence /
absence of a conflict of interest.
SAMPLE:
Conflict of Interest: Previously published in Russian: in the journal "Gіleya" (Kiev. 2019. Vol. 148 (№9).
pp. 78–89) and in abbreviated form in the journal "Rossiya v epokhu revolyutsiy i reform. Problemy istorii i
istoriografii" (2019. T. 7. pp. 285–302).
Conflict of Interest: Previously published in Russian in the collection of materials of the international
scientific conference "The international intervention and the Civil War in Russia and the Russian North:
the key issues, historical memory and the lessons of history" (Moscow: Fifth Rome, 2020. S. 177–186).
Conflict of Interest: Previously published in Russian in electronic form as a speech at the conference in:
Information and analytical service «Russkaya narodnaya liniya. Pravoslaviye. Samoderzhaviye.
Narodnost» (19.11.2018).
Conflict of Interest: No conflict of interest related to this article.

2.5. Rubric. On a new line: the rubric of the journal (see item 1), in which
the article can be published (in capital letters).
2.6. Article type. On a new line: the type / section of articles (see item 1)
to which the article belongs (lowercase style).
2.7. Title of the article. On a new line: the title of the article (lowercase
style: fully lowercase with uppercase emphasis).
2.8. Author. On a new line: First name, space, initial of Patronymic (if any), point,
space, Last name of the author in lowercase (uppercase the first letter of the last name),
space, digit (Arabic, raised font), defining the affiliation (if the author has two affiliations
— two numbers separated by commas).

SAMPLE:
Irina V. Gerasimova 1
Irina Petrova 1, 2
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2.9. Author affiliation. On a new line: italicized number (Arabic, raised
font), defining affiliation, space, affiliation — separated by commas: full name of
the organization where the author works, without a prefix that defines the status
of the organization (for example, University of Oxford), on a new line: geographic
location of the organization (name of city, city or rural settlement and country
(example — Oxford; United Kingdom), comma, on a new line: ORCID id (with a
hyperlink), comma, e-mail address.
SAMPLE:
1

University of Oxford,
Oxford, United Kingdom,
ORCID: https://orcid.org/0000-0002-7643-6068, е-mail: iraida.ga@gmail.com

Different organizations of one or several authors in the field of affiliation
should be divided among themselves line by line, and each organization should
be designated with Arabic numerals, also attributed to the authors of the
respective organization.
If an affiliation lists two or more organizations from the same city, then a
geographic attribute (city, country) must be assigned to each organization.
SAMPLE:
Irina V. Gerasimova 1, Irina Petrova 2, German Kim 3
1
University of Oxford,
Oxford, United Kingdom,
ORCID: https://orcid.org/0000-0002-5925-33XX, e-mail: author@bk.uk
2
City University London,
London, United Kingdom,
ORCID: https://orcid.org/0000-0001-9465-47XX, e-mail: irina@mail.uk
3

University of Greenwich,

London, United Kingdom,
ORCID: https://orcid.org/0000-0002-7746-44XX, e-mail: german@mail.uk

2.10. Abstract. The author's resume (a short abstracted version of the
article) should in a concise form describe the relevance, main research
objectives and objectives of the study, reflect the most significant facts and
identified patterns of work; follow the chronology of the article; briefly use the
main definitions of the article and special terminology; the text must be coherent;
presentation style is compact and dynamic; there should be no information that is
missing in the main text of the article; explain how the research was carried
8
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out, without methodological details, however, the subject, topic, purpose of the
work are indicated if they are not clear from the title; describe the method,
methodology, novelty of the research, the essence of the research must be clear;
summarize as accurately and informatively the most important results and their
significance; conclusions should be accompanied by recommendations,
assessments, suggestions described in the article; the text should use the most
significant words of the main text of the article; there should be no abbreviations
and references to literature; scattered statements should flow from one another;
the text should be laconic and accurate, free of minor details, unnecessary words.

The abstract should be structured logically and conditionally include
sections: justification of the research, methods (for experimental research),
results (main directions of research or a summary of the article), conclusion
(including confirmation of the scientific novelty of the article).
The volume of the abstract is at least 200 to 250 words.
2.11. Keywords. Keywords should reflect the main content of the article,
do not repeat the terms of the title and annotations, it is allowed to use terms
from the text of the article, as well as terms that define the subject area and
include important concepts that will facilitate and expand the possibilities of
finding an article by means of information retrieval systems of domestic and
international citation bases and Internet resources.
Key words are separated by commas in order of importance, should
contain 5—7 words or phrases (one or three words in each).
2.12. The main text of the article. The text of the article sent to the
editors should correspond to the profile of the journal (problems of Russian,
general and military history, international relations and politics, historical politics,
migration processes in the global world, the development of science and society,
defense and international security issues), as well as the journal headings, the
main international standards: in the introductory part of the article
(INTRODUCTION), the relevance (scientific significance), goals and objectives of
the research, chronological and territorial framework (if any), the degree of
development of the topic are indicated in the presentation (indicate in a general
sequentially numbered list separated by semicolons) in [square brackets]
bibliographic references to at least 6-10 main scientific works on the stated topic,
including those published over the last 5 years), a brief overview of the source
base, research methods, novelty and generalized results (conclusions) of the
research. In the subsequent structure of the text, thematic headings are
highlighted (in capital bold), including at the end of the article — CONCLUSIONS.
9
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At the first mention of a person, the initials of the name and (if any)
patronymic must be indicated before the surname (N. Sn., separated by a space
— for Russian personalities; N. — for foreign personalities); initials are separated
by a space from the surname.
Throughout the text, all dates in the form "month day, year" are typed as
follows: November 25, 1952, etc.
A point is not put after: the title of the article, authors, addresses,
headings and subheadings, captions for illustrations; names of tables,
dimensions (s — second, g — gram, min — minute, day — day, degree —
degree, million — million, billion — billion).
A point is placed after: references to literature and sources [in square
brackets] at the end of a sentence, references to notes (in parentheses) at the
end of a sentence, a short annotation, abbreviations (month — month, year — year).

Years are indicated only in numbers, not in numbers: 1940s, not forties of
the XX century. Not "year" or "years", but "y." or "yy." Not "century" or "century", but "in."
or "cc." Exception — if the date ends the sentence, then — 1952 "year", XX "century".

Excluded: “other”, “other”, “ie”, “since”. Only completely: “others”, “others”,
“that is,” “since”.
Of the abbreviations allowed: “t. etc.", "t. p.".
% is put by an icon, not a word, if it follows a digit, it is not separated from it
by a space: 10%.
Numbers: millions from thousands and thousands from hundreds are NOT
separated by a space: 6100000, 4250000 and can be replaced by the
corresponding abbreviated words and abbreviations: thousand, million, billion, etc.

The names of banknotes are given according to the accepted
abbreviations (ISO 4217): USD, EUR, RUB.
The quotation marks are typographic, the outer ones — are «Christmas
trees» — « », the inner ones — are the «paws» — “ ”.
Dash — only long typographic (—), in double dates and page numbers
should be placed without spaces: 1910—1930; P. 3—6.
2.13. Notes. Notes in the article — only in manual mode, sequentially
numbered with Arabic numerals (1, 2, 3, etc.) in the body of the text in
(parentheses), end.
Notes include:
 author's comments (to a term, persona, event, etc.);
 references to the regulatory framework (laws, decrees, regulations,
contracts, orders, decisions);
10
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 links to the publication of documents, official information on the
official websites (portals) of organizations, authorities and
administration, institutions of science, education, culture, etc.;
 links to documents from archives;
 links to news notes of electronic media without specifying the author
of the publication, publication on social networks, blogs, etc.;
 generalized link-review to several publications on the topic without
borrowing the essence and content;
 information about the beginning, continuation and end of publication
in other issues of the journal.
SAMPLE:
There are plenty of differences in the state-administrative structure and concepts of its
transformations in the recent Russian Federation and South Korea. The most significant is the fact that
Russia is preoccupied by preserving the unity of the federation and tolerance among the numerous
ethnoses inhabiting it. Korea, in its turn, is making attempts to create a confederation of the two Korean
states, with reunification of the country to follow. Moscow and Seoul are trying to realize the project on the
formation of global communities of compatriots known under the names “Russkiy Mir” (1) and “Global
Korean Commonwealth” (GKC).
<…>
In speaking about the global (world) Korean commonwealth we should first define the main
notion - commonwealth which in Korean is kongdongch'e (공동체 / 共同體) and semantically does not
coincide with the notion of ‘commonwealth’ in English. The roots of the notion of a commonwealth go
back to the early 19th c. when the British Empire allowed its colonies to be self-governed. It was British
Prime Minister Rosebery who first used the term in 1884 during his visit to Australia (2).
<…>
In the modern world there are at least 7 million ethnic Koreans united by their common ethnic
origin. The unique feature of Korean immigrant and diasporic communities is that they have to correlate
not only to their geographic place of origin of their ancestors but also to the two existing Korean states. By
force of circumstances the attitude of Chinese and American Koreans to the North and South Koreas is
considerably different. Moreover, sympathy and antipathy to Seoul and Pyongyang can divide those living
in the same country, for instance, “zainichi chōsen-jin” are divided its two camps: those who are members
of the pro-South Korean organization “Mindan” (3) and those who are members of the pro-North Korean
organization “Chongryon” or “Chōsen Sōren” (4). Such division can be seen in other foreign Korean
communities. Even inside one family there exists a distance between the generations of parents and
children as regards to language competence, system of values, life stilts, and mentality. Thus, it is clear
why Koreans living in two national states and many countries outside of Korean Peninsula have diverse
ideas and positions regarding the issue of unification.
<…>
Lee V. F. offered many examples of the mediatory mission of famous Soviet (later Russian)
Koreans. A special mention was made of Kho Din - Academician of the RANS (5), one of the founders of
the Korean national movement in the USSR and Russia, who maintained close ties with a lot of friends
and colleagues in the Republic of Korea, China, USA, Japan and other countries, and was a member of
many committees and commissions on peaceful unification of Korea.
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Notes
1. Русский мир (Russkiy mir, 'Russian world') is the program of establishment Russophone
Communities throughout the World, spread of the Russian culture and loyalty of the
Russian diaspora to Russian Federation.
2. Originally, it was called the British Commonwealth which was founded in 1926 when the
British Empire began to break-up. In 1947 it became the Commonwealth of Nations
(Содружество наций). At present, the Commonwealth is an association of 53 independent
states with total 2 billion citizens of the races, cultures and religions. 17 sovereign countries
of the Commonwealth including United Kingdom recognize the British Queen.as the head
of their states.
3. Mindan – Korean Residents Union in Japan (Korean: 재일본대한민국민단).
4. Chongryon – General Association of Korean Residents in Japan (Korean: 총련).
5. RANS – The Russian Academy of Natural Sciences is a Russian non-governmental
organization founded 1990 in Moscow, USSR.

2.14. References — References in Latin in transliteration [and in
translation of the title of the work into English].
Surname of the author (transliteration) in lowercase letters, comma, initials
of the name and patronymic (if any) in uppercase with a dot separated by a
space; then, separated by a space, the year of publication of the work, a comma.
To take into account references in the citation index (in Web of Science,
Scopus), it is necessary to transliterate and italicize the title of the monograph,
collection of articles, etc.) the title of the monograph, collection of articles, etc.
into English, enclose the translation [in square brackets], apply the direct
typeface.
The editor of the publication is indicated before the title, and after the full name in
parentheses, you must write (ed.) for one editor or (eds.) for multiple editors.

Non-English-language magazine titles must be transliterated. The title of
the foreign magazine is not translated into English. The title of the journal must
be italicized (the title of the journal article, or articles in the collection are not
italicized).
To indicate an article in a collection of articles, a chapter in a collective
work, etc., instead of // you need to write IN: (that is, "in:") and indicate the
source after the colon, highlighting it in italics.
The place of publication must be translated into English (for example,
Moscow, St. Petersburg, etc.), and the name of the publisher must be
transliterated and the word publ must be added. (e.g. Politizdat publ.).
Then the year of publication is indicated, then through a dot with a space:
volume number, journal number, pages (number — for monographs, range — for
articles).
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At the end of the bibliographic description with the translation of the title of
the article, the original language of publication of the article is given in
parentheses. For example, (In Russ.), If the article or book was originally
published in Russian; (In Bulg.) — in Bulgarian, (In Greek) — in Greek, (In
German) — in German, etc.
A full stop is put at the end of the bibliographic description.
For transliteration, authors must use the BSI format. Electronic resource.
Transliteration access mode:
https://translit.net/ru/bsi/
https://antropophob.ru/utility-i-prochie-melochi/16-transliteratsiya-bsi
SAMPLE:
References
1. Angelov, B. 1958, Iz staratab’lgarska, ruska i sr’bska literatura [From the Old Bulgarian, Russian
and Serbian literature]. Sofia: Izd. BAN, 1958. Vol. 1. 242 S. (In Bulg.).
2. Afinogenov, D. E. 2006, Povest’ o Nikolae Voine: semejnaja jetiologicheskaja legenda? [The Tale
of Nicholas the Warrior: a family etiological legend?]. Indoevropejskoe jazykoznanie i
klassicheskaja filologija. 2006. Vol. 10. S. 9–12. (In Russ.).
3. Sjuzjumov, M. Ja. 1982, Armiia Vizantii v VIII–XII vv. Tematicheskaia podborka [Army of
Byzantium in the 8th – 12th centuries. Thematic selection]. Gosudarstvennyi Arkhiv Sverdlovskoi
oblasti. F. R-802. Op. 1. D. 290. 150 f. (In Russ.).
4. Kapsalykova, K. R. 2017. Reguliarnaia armiia i traditsionnoe obshchestvo v Vizantiiskoi imperii v
X – pervoi polovine XI v. [Regular army and traditional society in Byzantine Empire in the 10th –
first half 11th century]. Vestnik Viatskogo gosudarstvennogo universiteta. 2017. No. 12. P. 92–98.
(In Russ.).
5. Kompozitory i muzykovedy Saratova [Composers and musicologists of Saratov: Collected
articles]. Moscow, Izdatel'stvo “Kompozitor” publ., 2008 [on-line]. Available at:
http://ikompozitor.ru/RU/catalogue/new (accessed 01.18.2014). (In Russ.).
6. Litavrin, G. G., ed. 2003, Kekavmen. Sovety i rasskazy: pouchenie vizantiiskogo polkovodtsa XI
veka [Kekavmen. Tips and stories: the instruction of the Byzantine commander of the 11th
century]. Sankt-Peterburg: Aleteiia. 711 p. (In Russ.).
7. Litavrin, G. G. 1999, Варяги и византийка [Varangians and a Byzantine
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As a rule, the List includes from 20 to 30 of the most important from the
point of view of the author of scientific research on the topic of publication,
including monographs and scientific articles published over the past 5 years in
journals indexed in the Web of Science and / or Scopus.
2.15. Information about the authors. Completely, without abbreviations
and in strict sequence: name, patronymic (if any) and surname of the author (in
full, lowercase, bold); further separated by commas: academic degree, academic
title (abbreviated: Dr. Sci. (History), PhD, Cand. Sci. (History), Prof., Assoc.
Prof.), organization (required position and place of work / study; structural
subdivision — institute, department, faculty, department, department — if
necessary), city, country (USA, Great Britain, Republic of Belarus, Ukraine, etc.).
SAMPLE:
Information about the author
Alexander Yu. Soklakov, Dr. Sci. (History), Assoc. Prof., Head of the Department of Humanities and
Socio-Economic Disciplines, University of Greenwich, London, United Kingdom.

If there is a co-author(s), everything is the same and in the same sequence
for each co-author, on a new line.
2.16. Corresponding author. It is advisable to highlight information about
the author responsible for the correspondence after the publication of the article
— the contact person. The data of the author, even if he is the only one with
whom correspondence can be conducted, is an important element of the article,
they indicate the willingness of the authors and the journal to conduct a dialogue
on the topic of the article.
It is drawn up completely, without abbreviations and in strict sequence:
name, patronymic (if any) and surname of the author (in full, in lowercase);
further, separated by a comma, a personal e-mail address, at the request of the
author — other contact information.
SAMPLE:
Corresponding author
Ivan I. Ivanov, e-mail: Ivan.Ivanov@gmail.com
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3. FILE "SIGNATURES TO ILLUSTRATIONS" ARTICLES
3.1. The file includes captions (if there are illustrations) in English (the
numbering of the captions must match the numbering of the illustration files).
3.2. Signatures should be short, indicate the details: author, date and
storage location. The numbering of the signatures must correspond to the
numbering sequence of the illustration files, for example, 1, 2, 3, etc. Raster
images of illustrative files attached to the article must have a resolution of at least
300 dpi. The file (s) of illustrations - photos, diagrams, schemes must be in jpg /
jpeg), file names for example: AUTHOR'S SURNAME_PHOTO 1, AUTHOR'S
SURNAME_PHOTO 2, etc.).
3.3. Figure captions should be numbered: Pic. 1., Pic. 2., etc.
SAMPLE:
Pic. 1. Title of questionnaire for ex–officer of the White armies filled in by N.I. Rogozin. Yaroslavl. June
18, 1923. From the Archive of the FSB of Russia Directorate for the Omsk Region
Pic. 2. Official poster of the first World Cup (Uruguay, 1930)
Pic. 3. Cover of Open magazine (India), 18.06.2018

4. TABLES, GRAPHICS, DIAGRAMS (design)
4.1. Tables are drawn up as a separate file in the format of a picture or a
bitmap image, attached together with the article, and have a resolution of at least
300 dpi. File(s) of illustrations — tables must be in jpg / jpeg format), file names
for example: AUTHOR'S SURNAME_TABLE 1, AUTHOR'S SURNAME_TABLE 2, etc.).
4.2. Table captions (drawn up in the text of the article) should be numbered:
Table 1, Table 2, etc.
SAMPLE:
Table 1
Genaral results of the international migration of the population in Russia, 1990—2017
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4.3. After the table and graph, information about the author and data
sources for the table (graph) is given. The information should be brief and should
be written in the text of the article.
SAMPLE:
Compiled according to the statistical bulletin "Number and migration of the population of the Russian
Federation" (www.gks.ru)

5. WITHDRAWAL (retraction) ARTICLES FROM PUBLICATIONS
5.1. This section of the Instructions was prepared on the basis of the
"Rules for the withdrawal (retraction) of an article from publication" of the
Association of Scientific Editors and Publishers (ANRI) and describes the
procedure for eliminating violations in scientific materials published by the journal.

5.2. Withdrawal of text from publication (retraction) is a mechanism for
correcting published scientific information and notifying readers that the
publication contains serious flaws, erroneous data that cannot be trusted, about
cases of duplicate publications (when authors submit the same data in several
publications), plagiarism and concealment of conflicts of interest that could affect
the interpretation of the data or recommendations for its use.
5.3. Reasons for revoking the article:
 detection of plagiarism in the publication;
 duplication of an article in several editions;
 detection in work of falsifications or fabrications (for example, rigging
of experimental data);
 detection of serious errors in the work (for example, misinterpretation
of the results), which casts doubt on its scientific value;
 incorrect composition of authors (there is no one who deserves to be
an author; persons who do not meet the criteria for authorship are
included);
 hidden conflict of interest (and other violations of publication ethics);
 republishing an article without the consent of the author.
5.4. The publication carries out retraction at the official request of the
author / group of authors of the article, who reasonably explained the reason for
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Article structure
(sample)
UDC: < digital code > (http://www.udcsummary.info/php/index.php?lang=en&pr=Y)
DOI:
For citation: German S. Nikiforov, Zinaida F. Dudchenko, Elena A. Rodionova. Psychology of health in
Russia: the history of formation.
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